ON SWAY X.COM
TURN YOUR INFLUENCE

INTO AN INVESTMENT

SwayX strives to bridge the gap between influencers and customers by using advanced
metrics to build trust within the social media industry. With these proprietary algorithms we
plan to define the value of true influence and integrate that into a real social stock market.

The SwayXchange is a social commodity marketplace where fans/shareholders can invest
in the popularity or “sway” of their favorite influencer, athlete and celebrity talent.
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$ EARN MONEY $
BY CONTINUING TO DO
WHAT YOU DO BEST

TAKE OWNERSHIP
OF YOUR INFLUENCE
$7.45
USE OUR ADVANCED SOCIAL ENGINE

Your dynamic share rates are calculated by using advanced
social media analytics, along with SwayXchange supply and
demand factors. SwayX currently analyzes data from the
top 4 monetized social media platforms; Instagram,
TikTok, YouTube and Twitch.

$6.82

YOUR SHARE RATE

$20.17

By using our custom social engine, your rate will either

$4.16

appreciate or depreciate in value based on your social
activity. Utilizing machine learning and data science we can
determine your genuine viewership, thus defining your
‘SwayNess’.

$1.74

RAISE FUNDS
FOR YOURSELF

$5,178
TOTAL CAPITAL RAISED
DURING IPO

$6,000

$5,000

LEVERAGE YOUR NETWORK OF FANS
$4,000

Much like the actual business world, the IPO or Initial Public
Offering is the capital raising period for your establishment

$3,000

on the SwayXchange. During this period fans/investors can
purchase shares and “buy into” your influential stock, or

$2,000

‘Swayness’.

During this period you have the opportunity to raise as

$1,000

much funding as possible through cross-platform promotion
and general investor interest. The more you promote the
more your rate can increase and shares can be sold, thus
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putting money in your pocket.
INITIAL PUBIC OFFERING (IPO)

DAY 5

CONNECT
WITH YOUR FANS
OFFER EXCLUSIVE SHAREHOLDER REWARDS

•Personalized Gift
•Event Invite/VIP
•1-on-1 Video Chat

SAMPLE
REWARDS

With the SwayX ‘Shareholders Rewards’ feature, you will

TOP

10

have the ability to offer bonus content and/or interaction
with your shareholders. These rewards are a great way for
you to not only connect with your top fans but also entice
investors to remain in your top tiers of shareholders.

SwayX currently utilizes 3 reward tiers for your #1, top 10

#1

•Exclusive Content
•IG/TT Shoutout
•Thank You Video

ALL

SHAREHOLDERS

and all shareholders. Take advantage of this upgrade to
qualify for higher pay, earnings and benefits.

•Thank You Email
•Access Private Clubhouse/Discord
•Gifted/Discounted Merch

TALENT
PAYMENT
EARN MONEY NOW & FOREVER

IPO COMMISSION
Percentage of net IPO capital

SwayX designed the SwayXchange as a platform

commission retained by SwayX

for influential talent to be able to raise and earn
funding in an innovative way that rewards you for
doing what you do best… influencing. Through IPO

PERSONAL SHARES
Shares credited to your account
that can be held or cashed out

capital, your own shares, NFT ownership and
additional funding, you have the opportunity to

BONUS PAY

earn substantial cash and benefits.

Continued payouts via rewards,
NFTs, shareholder bonuses

Whether you are an influencer, artist or athlete;
now is the time to quantify your influence and
become a real commodity. Join SwayX today!

PAY-WITH-SWAY*
Unlockable products, services,
restaurant visits *COMING SOON
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